
 NOPS Plant Exchange Format 
1.  Ticket Assignment 
Plants are awarded ticket values by the Check-in committee.  Premium plants are awarded five tickets each.  
Designation is based on desirability, rarity (in the trade or simply rarely seen at an Plant Exchange), 
uniqueness, performance, etc.  Please see the Premium Plant List.  Common plants are awarded one ticket 
each.  Very small specimens of desirable, Premium plants, or nice-sized desirable plants that may not qualify 
as “Premium,” are awarded three tickets each.  Note Premium Tickets are not transferable and are valid at the 
current Plant Exchange only. 

  

2.  Silent Auction Table 
Some plants that are very desirable may be assigned to the Silent Auction Table.  All members may bid on 
such plants.  The auction ends shortly after the Check-in time has ended.  Please listen for the “last call.”  The 
winner of each auction item is announced, the plant awarded, and the tickets paid.  The winner will receive 
tickets for 50% of the winning bid plus five as a “premium” plant.   

  

3.  Cash Auction Table 
Members may bring in gardening related items and place them on the Cash Auction Table.  A price may be 
suggested, or the auction bids may be unrestricted.  The winners of the Cash Auction items must bid in cash 
and pay in cash.  This auction was designed to generate funds to award as prizes or to purchase prizes.  The 
donor may choose to receive half of the money or exchange tickets valued at five tickets per dollar based on 
half the auction purchase amount. 
  

4.  Prize Winner’s Circle 
The member who brings in the most Premiums will be rewarded with a “Premium prize,” which may consist 
of cash, a gift certificate, gardening merchandise, plant, etc.  If a number of prizes are available, the second-
most donor may also receive a “Premium prize.”  Winners of these prizes are ineligible for future “Premium  
prizes,” in order to give other members the opportunity to “hope for a prize.”  If additional prizes are 
available, Premium donors will be eligible for a drawing for these prizes.  In the event that we have a large 
number of prizes, there may be a drawing open to the entire attending membership who brought in a plant 
donation.  The number of prizes will vary with each Plant Exchange. 
  

5.  Top Premium Donors Solo Rounds 
All members who have brought in at least one Premium may participate in the Solo rounds.  First, the member 
who brings in the most Premiums is allowed a Solo round and selects one plant from the floor.  Then the 
person who brings the second-most takes a Solo round and selects one plant.  After that, all members who 
have donated at least 15 Premiums are eligible for a Solo round and may select one plant. 
  

6.  General Premium Rounds 
All members who have brought in at least one Premium may participate in a General Premium round.  At the 
signal given by the chairperson, members who have brought in at least three Premiums are eligible for a 
General Premium round.  Secondly, those who brought in at least two Premiums are eligible for a General 
Premium round.  Thirdly, all members who brought in at least one Premium may select.  The number of 
General Premium rounds will be determined by the number of Premium plants and the number of Premium 
donors.  There must be a enough Premium plants left to allow “non-Premium” donors a chance to select. 
  

7.  General Rounds 
General Rounds is open to the entire attending membership and three General Rounds are held.  Before 
starting, all members must clear the floor.  At the signal given by the chairperson, all members may choose 
one plant.  This is repeated for two selections in round two, and three selections in round three.  After the third 
round, upon signal from the chairperson, members may choose as many plants as they would like.  Plants may 
be purchased with tickets or with cash — $1 for non-premium plants and $3 for premium plants. 


